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By John D. Trudel

Trudel Group D B a the. Paperback. Condition: New. 298 pages. With his hopeless mission to Nigeria
falling apart, CIA agent Jack Donner disobeys orders to protect an American businessman. After his
charge is killed, Jack brings his body home as he promised. When he meets the widow, Anne Davis,
at the funeral, she demands to know the circumstances of her husbands death and who killed him.
Leaving Anne to grieve, Jack goes to Langley to face charges. Worlds apart, they do their best to
move on. But sinister forces will not leave the two of them at peace. To survive, Jack and Anne must
work together, solve his friends murder, and uncover secrets that powerful people want to keep
buried. Intense and realistic, with high concepts and sympathetic characters, Gods House is
frighteningly possible. Early Testimonials GODS HOUSE is a must-read for those who like to have
their breath catch while reading a novel. Mix a little bit of The Da Vinci Code, Firewall, and Tom
Clancys Jack Ryan together, and you will begin to get a glimpse of this exciting, suspenseful global
intrigue-filled techno-thriller by John D. Trudel. Trudel has really done it with this exciting story
woven...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never confusing. Your life period will likely
be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tracy Keeling-- Tracy Keeling

This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your life period will likely be enhance as soon
as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce Boyle-- Joyce Boyle
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